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Abstract

Image matching especially in category level is a challenge but important problem
in vision. The advance of image matching largely depends on the advance of image
features. In viewing recent success of learned image feature by DNN, we propose an
image matching algorithm based on DNN feature pyramid, named as DNN Flow. The
nature of DNN feature pyramid in detecting different level patterns makes it is suitable
to match two images in a coarse to fine manner, where top level coarsely matches two
images in object level, middle level matches two images in part level, and low level finely
matches two images in pixel level. The coarse to fine matching based on DNN feature
pyramid is formulated as a series of optimization problems considering the guidance
from top level. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of DNN Flow in image
matching under challenge variations.

1 Introduction
Image matching is a fundamental problem in computer vision, which is the cornerstone
for many vision problems, such as motion estimation [11] [2], label propagation [14] [5]
and object modeling [7] [1] [10]. The goal of image matching is to find the corresponding
pixels between two images. Based on the variations between the two images, we roughly
divide image matching into two categories, i.e., instance-level matching [15] and category-
level matching [16]. In instance-level matching, the two images can be of the same object
varied by motion, or the same scene with affine transformations. While in category-level
matching, the two images are about objects/scenes of same category with more challenge
variations. These variations arise not only from changes in illumination and viewpoint, but
also appearance variations due to different object instances. Category-level matching aims
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Figure 1: Matching I1 and I2 using DNN flow. Each column shows the matching of different
levels. In first row, parallelogram denotes the DNN feature image of I1, where dot represents
the feature at that location. Line with arrow denotes the flow vector of the corresponding
feature, while curve with arrow denotes guidance from high level to low level. In second
row, the color rectangles show I1’s patches covered by DNN features in first row. Third row
shows I2’s matching patches corresponding to the patches in second row.

to overcome the intra-class variability in shape and other visual properties, such as cars with
various shapes and colors and cats with different poses and furs.

Image matching is achieved through finding similar locations in the two images. Here,
the similarity between locations is typically measured by appearance and geometric con-
straint. In general, appearance is determined by image features extracted at each location,
while geometric constraint is preselected such as smoothness and small displacements [11].
The image features for image matching are required with different invariance abilities for
different image matching problems. For example, intensity is directly used as image features
to match two adjacent video frames, where only exists small variations caused by motion
[6]. To match two images with affine transformations, SIFT [13] is used as the image feature
and has achieved great success in such case [12]. Generally, current image features are with
well invariance ability for instance-level matching. Unfortunately, these features still cannot
handle the intra-class variations for category-level matching.

Recently, Deep Neural Network (DNN) has achieved state-of-the-art performance in im-
age classification [9], and showed great ability in handling the variations under the same
category. The ability comes from the gradual abstraction through several levels, where low
level detects simple patterns, such as edges and blobs, middle level detects object parts and
high level detects objects.

Considering the ability of DNN feature in handling semantic variations, we propose a
novel image matching method based on DNN feature pyramid, named as DNN Flow. DNN
Flow utilizes DNN features of different levels to achieve coarse to fine matching. As shown
in Figure 1, top level matching attempts to achieve object level matching since top level
features detect patterns at object level, middle level matching establishes correspondences at
part level, finally bottom level matching achieves fine level matching through small patterns.
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Figure 2: The sample patches corresponding to top activations on some dimensions of DNN
features from different levels. Each row shows the patches which with largest value in the
corresponding dimension. The hierarchic details of DNN will be illustrated in following
sections, where level 7 is top level and level 1 is bottom level. The low level features de-
scribe simple patterns, such as edge and stripe. The high level features describe object-level
patterns, while the middle-level feature describe part-level patterns.

The main advantage of DNN flow is to utilize more targeted feature to achieve the match-
ing goal of each level. The top level feature with semantic invariance helps to discriminate
inter-class variance and stand intra-class variance. Therefore, top level feature is robust to
fight against various visual variance. Even if two images of the same category are obvi-
ous similar at bottom level, high-level matching still produces helpful coarse flow field and
guides low-level matching along with the reasonable direction.

Figure 2 illustrates some patches corresponding to the top activations on some filters
learned by DNN. On one hand, the dimensions of top level feature response same object
class, which make top level features with less ambiguity and good distinction. On the other
hand, the dimensions of bottom level feature response the patches with similar simple pat-
terns and with more ambiguity. The dimensions of other middle level feature response part,
which are appropriate as mediate level matching.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of DNNFlow, we select three state-of-the-art
approaches as baselines, PatchMatch [1], SIFT Flow[12] and DSP [8]. These approaches
all focus on estimating dense correspondences through a coarse-to-fine process and achieve
competitive performance. We will compare against these three approaches on three datasets
for three tasks respectively: rough image dense matching, fine object alignment and label
transfer.
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2 Related work
As previously mentioned, current approaches attempt to match images to estimate dense
correspondences with more challenge variations. The challenge introduces a problem of ef-
ficiency that spatial searching range spreads even from neighbors to whole image. In order to
avoid massive computational cost, recent approaches has to consider how to balance efficien-
cy and effectiveness, and the coarse-to-fine strategy is a feasible way to produce receivable
correspondences matching .

Patch Match [1] estimates dense correspondences based on randomized search tech-
nique. It proposes a extend matching strategy that provides k nearest neighbors instead of
only one to search across scales and rotations. Patch Match algorithm achieves a implic-
ity coarse-to-fine strategy. Some reliable matchings are estimated firstly, then the reliable
matchings will guide nearby locations’ matching.

SIFT Flow [11] improves the flow field between two images by using SIFT features, and
greatly speeds up the matching process by using coase-to-fine strategy. However, the coase
level feature is with limited information as it is a downsampled version of original SIFT
image.

DSP [8] also builds a hierarchical matching framework to estimate dense correspon-
dence. Through regularizing matching consistency at different levels, DSP estimates cor-
respondences from whole image, to coarse grid cells, to each pixel. Considering the infor-
mation loss in coarse level, DSP tries to preserve richer visual information using multiple
descriptors on the bottom level. DSP starts from the entire image matching, then keeps di-
viding upper-level image into four lower-level grid cells and estimate s correspondences on
each level.

In a hierarchical framework, coase-level features need discriminate inter-class variance
and stand intra-class variance. However, local gradient based features are inevitable to lost
useful visual information in the process of down-sampling. With a intuitive view, coarse
matching on top level aims to search the region with same label, while fine matching on bot-
tom level focuses on aligning the pixels with similar visual details. Once the correspondences
of regions are estimated exactly, the inner pixels can be correctly matched with greater prob-
ability. Therefore, DNN features are appropriate to match image based on coarse-to-fine
strategy.

The essential difference of the proposed DNN flow with the above three methods is that
it use DNN feature pyramid to achieve coarse to fine matching, where coarse level matching
is via object level patterns in contrast to low level descriptors used in other methods.

3 DNN Flow Approach
In this section, we firstly introduce DNN feature used in DNN flow. Then, we present the
process of coarse-to-fine matching in our DNN Flow framework. Finally, we introduce the
matching objective in the hierarchical framework.

3.1 DNN Feature
The DNN used for extracting DNN feature is learned by supervised back propagation on
ILSVRC2012 training set, which is similar to [9]. As shown in Figure 3, the used DNN con-
tains eight layers with weights: five convolutional layers followed by three fully-connected
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the used DNN structure. The DNN features are extracted
from left to right, where level 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 are the outputs of convolutional layers and level 2,
4, 8 are the outputs of pooling layers.

layers. Three max-pooling layers are used following the first, seconde and fifth convolution-
al levels. Considering the following three reasons: (1) the outputs of fully-connected layers
are corresponding the whole image and contain no location information for matching, (2)
max-pooling layer detects the same patterns as its former convolutional level, (3) the outputs
of the level 5 and level 6 are of same size with level 7. Thus we only use the outputs of level
1, level 3 and level 7 to build the DNN feature pyramid.

3.2 Framework of DNN Flow

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, we adopt the output of level 7 as top-level feature and the output
of level 3 as mid-level feature. Here, the size of input image is 224×224 while the size
of our bottom-level feature is 56×56, since the nature of DNN. Thus, we adjust step of
first convolutional level to produce a dense feature mapping with size 224×224. We adopt
the dense feature mapping as bottom-level feature and original output of level 1 as another
mid-level feature.

DNN Flow builds a four-level pyramid to estimate dense correspondences. Considering
the overlap between neighbor filters in specific DNN levels, each flow vector produced by
upper-level matching guides four lower-level features matching, until reaching the bottom
level. Top-level matching estimates a coarse flow field, which presents correspondences
between the regions with similar semantic. Iteratively, the upper-level flow filed guides
lower-level flow field optimizing.

3.3 Matching Objective Function

Given two images I1, I2, and their DNN feature pyramids F1 and F2. Let p = (x,y) be the
grid coordinate in the feature pyramid, and F1(p, i) denotes the feature at p on the ith level.
Let wi be the flow field on the ith level, and wi(p) = (ui(p),vi(p)) be the flow vector at p,
where ui(p) and vi(p) are horizontal flow vector and vertical flow vector respectively. Then,
the DNN Flow’s matching objective function is formulated as:

E(wi|wi−1, i) = ∑
p
(ED(p,wi)+α ∑

q∈ε(p,i)
ES(p,q,wi)+βESD(p,wi,wi−1)), i ∈ {1,2,3} (1)
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where ED, ES, ESD are the data term, smoothness term and small displacement term respec-
tively, ε(p, i) is the neighborhoods of p on the ith level. The detailed formulation of the three
terms ED, ES, ESD are defined as following:

ED(p,wi) = |F1(p, i)−F2(p+wi(p), i)| (2)

ES(p,q,wi) = |ui(p)−ui(q)|+ |vi(p)− vi(q)| (3)

ESD(p,wi,wi−1) = |ui(p)− ũi−1(p)|+ |vi(p)− ṽi−1(p)| (4)

where (ũi−1, ṽi−1) is the wi−1 mapped to ith level based on mapping of DNN.
Data term ED measures the similarity between the corresponding features on the same

level. Smoothness term ES leverages the geometric prior that neighbors’ flow vectors should
be similar. Small displacement term ESD uses the flow field of upper level to guide the
optimization of low-level flow field. In particular, w0 is initialized as zero.

4 Experiment

In this section, we verify the DNN flow through three experiments: rough image dense
matching, fine object alignment and label transfer. Three state-of-the-art methods including
DSP, SIFT Flow and PatchMatch which based on local feature or hierarchical local feature
are compared in all experiments.

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

In order to quantitatively evaluate image matching, two evaluation metrics are introduced
into experiment: label transfer accuracy (LT-ACC) metric [12] and intersection over union
(IOU) metric [3].

For two images I1 and I2 annotated with pixel-level labels, the pixel-level labels of one
image are transferred to another image along with the estimated flow field. Let L1 and L2 be
the label maps of I1 and I2 respectively, L′1 be the label map warped from L2 to L1 along with
flow field w, where L′1(p) = L2(p+w(p)) for ∀p ∈ I1.

LT-ACC metric measures the proportion of pixels labeled correctly, and defined as:

LT-ACC =
area(L1

⋂
L′1)

area(L1)
(5)

IOU metric mainly measures the matching quality of foreground object, which assumes
only one foreground object in an image. That means the labels of images are binary, one
denotes foreground region and the other denotes background region. And IOU is defined as:

IOU =
area((L1 = 1)

⋂
(L′1 = 1))

area((L1 = 1)
⋃
(L′1 = 1))

(6)
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Table 1: Rough image dense matching on Caltech101.
DNNFlow DSP SIFT Flow PatchMatch

LT-ACC 0.775 0.732 0.684 0.646
IOU 0.493 0.482 0.450 0.375
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Figure 4: Examples of image matched by different approaches (SF means SIFT Flow and
PM means Patch Match). The first row shows five pairs of images to match, while row 2-5
show the warping result based on the correspondence estimated by different approaches. In
row 2-5, left column shows the warping image from second image to first image, and right
column shows the transferred label where white region is foreground and black region is
background).

4.2 Rough Image Dense Matching
Firstly, we evaluate rough image dense matching on Caltech101 [4], which aims to match
images of the same category. Caltech101 contains 101 object classes, where each image is
annotated by pixel-level labels. For fair comparison, we follow the same experiment setting
as DSP [8], where 15 image pairs are randomly selected from each category in Caltech101.

The quantitative evaluation results are shown in Table 1. DNN flow can outperform D-
SP by 4 points in LT-ACC, while outperform SIFT flow by 9 points. Figure 4 shows the
matching results by different approaches. DNN flow can work better under different object
variations, such as cluttering background (1st example), diverse pose (2nd example), dif-
ferent viewpoints (3rd example), disparate intra-class appearance (4th example) and various
scales (5th example).

4.3 Fine Object Alignment
In order to further illustrate the validity of DNN Flow, we conduct an object alignment
experiment on a more challenge dataset Pascal VOC2007, which focuses on matching key
points between objects from the same category in two different images. We randomly select
100 images from Pascal VOC2007 as basic images , and find their nearest neighbors in GIST
feature space as candidate images to match. For each basic image and its candidate image,
several key points with strong semantic meanings are manually annotated as illustrated in
Fig. 5(a). The matching results of different methods are also showed in Fig. 5(a).

We quantitatively compare DNN Flow with other baselines using average L1 distance
between coordinates of annotated key points and their corresponding warped key points. The
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Table 2: Object matching on Pascal VOC2007.
DNNFlow DSP SIFT Flow PatchMatch

Average distance 26.2 33.0 34.5 91.9

(a) Examples of fine object alignment 
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Figure 5: Examples of fine object alignment and the histogram of distance. In (a), different
key points in basic images are marked by different shapes. In candidate image, the ground
truth key points and the matched points estimated by different approaches are marked by
different colors.(b) shows the statistics of the distance between key points from ground truth
and estimated by different matching methods.

results are summarized in Table 2, where DNN Flow achieved the smallest average distance
and demonstrates the effectiveness of DNN flow in finding the detailed correspondence with
challenge variations.

4.4 Label Transfer

In this section, we validate DNN Flow through scene matching, while the previous two
experiments both focus on matching objects. In the experiment of label transfer, a test image
with no label information firstly searches the most similar image from the candidate set
where the candidate images have been labeled. Then, the labels can be transferred from
the selected candidate image to the test image. In this experiment, we also follow the same
experiment setting with DSP [8] on LMO dataset. LMO contains 2688 images with pixel-
level labels from 33 classes, details of the labels are shown in Figure 6. We randomly select
half number of images as unlabeled images, and find their nearest neighbors as candidate
images to transfer labels.

LT-ACC is used to measure the label transfer accuracy since IOU only suitable for im-
ages with only one foreground object. The quantitative results are summarized in Table 3.
As suggested in [12], the matchable pixels that don’t belong to the common classes of two
images are ignored. Figure 6 shows some examples of label transfer. Although DSP and
SIFT Flow output reasonable label transfer, DNN Flow can better handle intra-class varia-
tions and achieved much higher label transfer accuracy. Several label transfer examples are
showed in Figure 6.
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Table 3: Scene matching on LMO.
DNNFlow DSP SIFT Flow PatchMatch

LT-ACC 0.737 0.706 0.672 0.607
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Figure 6: Examples of label transfer by different approaches. 7th column and 8th column
show our failure examples, where 7th example lacks of common classes and 8th example
fail to match single car to multiple cars.

5 Conclusion
We propose a DNN feature pyramid based hierarchical image matching framework to es-
timate dense correspondences between two category-level scenes. Compared with the tra-
dition approaches, DNN Flow matches two images in a coarse to fine manner via complex
to simple pattern detectors in DNN model. Through extensive experiments on different
datasets, DNN Flow has shown its capability in category-level matching under more chal-
lenge variations.
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